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The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the benefits of digital video to
communicate and preserve scholarly work. This study asks the question: How can digital
video benefit communication and scholarly work? Combining both visuals and audio,
digital video has become a unique educational tool between scholars and students alike to
communicate, teach, and learn. As technology advances, the creation, preservation, and
viewing of digital video continues to increase; however, so do the challenges that arise as
a result. Digital video currently faces challenges in defining and effectively managing
metadata standards for media files, bridging a gap between traditional and digital
preservation techniques, and protecting original materials while still providing access to
them for current and future generations. It is not until further attention is paid to these
challenges that the benefits and potential of digital video as a source of scholarly work
can be fully realized.
Elite and Specialized Interviewing and Descriptive Research methods were the
research methods used to discover the benefits of digital video, the importance of
preservation and the challenges it poses, and the benefits and appropriateness of using the
Xinet WebNative® Suite digital asset management software in the Cal Poly Graphic
Communication department.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Communication and preservation of ideas through the spoken word, literature and
art have proven throughout history to be a fundamental ambition and responsibility of
humankind. However the ability to share and preserve a multitude of work spanning
across all fields of study has only recently become possible. Libraries, physical spaces
holding valued scholarly work, remain essential to protecting and maintaining the
availability of these works for current and future generations to enjoy. Inevitably though,
static work sitting in libraries deteriorates with time and technology evolves to preserve
the books, journals, newspapers and other physical materials of traditional libraries.
Concurrently however, information technology and demand for instant access to
information at anytime has risen exponentially. The digital realm has become a solution
to preserve the traditional library materials as well as foster new ideas and media to
communicate and educate. Within this digital territory, digital video has become a unique
and promising medium to teach and share ideas. This study asks the question: How can
digital video benefit communication and scholarly work?
Education technology has come to embrace and include digital video to create and
publish, search and access information with improvements in Internet speed. Common
uses of digital video in education include video podcasts, streaming video and web
conferencing. The potential to deliver quality work to a wide audience and be accessible
twenty-four-seven has attracted many learning institutions and educators to use digital
video, however many question its effectiveness as a teaching tool and ease of use. This
combined with some educators’ disregard or reluctance to learn and invest in the
technology to create and deliver educational video to students inhibits digital video’s
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growth as a teaching tool; digital video has yet to be a commonly accepted teaching tool
by educators who may feel technologically challenged. Still, as Internet speed and
software improve so do the potential of digital video to become a common tool to educate
a mass audience on demand.
In addition to becoming a teaching tool, digital video has become a research tool.
As traditional forms of scholarly work kept in libraries start to become obsolete in their
original static form, the need to convert to digital forms becomes necessary to their
preservation. Additionally, current scholarly material is being recorded in digital video
form, and archiving this new material has become necessary. Digital libraries, network
technology, and archive software have all emerged to meet this need and traditional
libraries are beginning to adopt digital library practices. However, there still remains a
noticeable gap between the traditional and digital preservation techniques that hinders the
necessary attention to be paid to archive, preserve, and provide access to digital video,
consequently inhibiting its growth within libraries. It is a difficult and time-consuming
process to convert analog materials into digital form, video being especially difficult.
Even as a native digital file, video is difficult to catalog because of the challenges of
capturing and creating metadata, or the data about data. Today’s librarians face both of
these challenges and until the gap between traditional preservation and digital
technologies is bridged, the full potential of digital video as a source will not be fully
realized.
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the benefits of digital video to
communicate and preserve scholarly work. The following research about past, current,
and predicted future practices will provide information of the possibilities and potential
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digital video can deliver as an educational tool. In this digital age, it has become a
necessity that scholars, librarians, and archivists alike collaborate to produce, collect and
protect scholarly materials of all media in hope of preserving our rich and diverse cultural
heritage.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Video first made its appearance on the Internet between the late 1980s and early
1990s. (Videomaker Studio) The introduction of streaming multimedia made audio and
video files transferable and accessible between multiple computers across the World
Wide Web (WWW) in a “stream” that did not have to be fully downloaded. Instead,
“streamed media packets can be played as soon as the data starts arriving at the receiving
computer.” (Anderson) Although video could be streamed across the Internet, limitations
in both Central Processing Unit (CPU) power and bandwidth inhibited its applications
and growth. With the creation of “greater network bandwidth, more access to networks,
commercialization, and a set of standard protocols and formats” and the introduction of
affordable digital cameras and editing software to the common consumer in the 1990s,
quality video could be produced and distributed over the Internet with ease. Still, the
capabilities and possibilities of the Internet were revolutionizing a whole new realm of
information exchange. The “era of streaming media online” was finally to come with
computer networks and more powerful home computers available to the masses.
(Videomaker Studio)
Though Internet users could view videos, this interaction was strictly one-way.
However, a ground-breaking development occurring on February 15, 2005 ushered in a
new era of posting and sharing video: the invention of YouTube. Finally, anyone with
access to the Web and a video capture device could post videos online and share them
with the “widest audience out there: the Internet.” (Videomaker Studio) The act of adding
video online had finally become a two-way communication process among various users.
By July 2006, more than 65,000 new videos were uploaded with about 100 million views
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every day. The YouTube audience had reached 20 million visitors each month
(Videomaker Studio) and kept increasing. It is estimated from 2006 to 2009 the number
of people viewing video online increased 339 percent with a 1,905 percent increase in the
time spent viewing video between 2006 and 2009. (Snelson and Perkins) The
combination of the innovations pioneered by video hosting services like YouTube and the
widely available and easy to install Adobe Flash Player revolutionized the way video was
viewed and accessed.
The newly convenient and accessible online digital video allowed for a unique
adaptation to education technology. The concept of the podcast was introduced in 2004,
“an audio or video file placed on the Web for individuals to subscribe and listen to or
watch using a computer or portable digital media player” followed by video podcasts,
“that contain visual information either in the form of still images, animation, or video.”
(Brown and Green) Educational institutions and scholars soon adopted the podcast and
video podcast as a teaching tool to provide additional learning material to students, such
as audio- or video-recorded lectures. However campus electronic storage and bandwidth
limitations soon proved to be inadequate to host the media rich podcasts containing large
amounts of video and audio data. A solution to this included developments such as
Apple’s iTunes U, “a free, hosted service through Apple where colleges and universities
can provide students with access to campus podcasts 24 hours, 7 days a week.” (Brown
and Green) iTunes U distributes “over 200,000 educational audio and video files”
produced by qualified institutions such as Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
University of Cambridge, and Stanford University, “to their students or to the world.”
(Mobile learning and iTunes U) Another advancement in digital video and education
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technology is web conferencing, “a form of graphic teleconferencing…that supports realtime collaboration” between Internet users. Web conferencing may be used to give
lectures or presentations to students in different locations. (Anderson)
Educational online video alone is a powerful resource, however scholarly
materials in the form of digital video can reach their full potential of education and
accessibility if archived and cataloged in a digital library. According to Paul Riismandel,
media technologist specializing in educational media:
The next crucial step in educational video online: developing a common standard
for cataloging, organizing, and sharing content, regardless of platform. We
already have a model in libraries, which have common standards for cataloging
physical assets such as books and discs. The successes and failures of this
decades-long process should provide direction and insight for educational video.
Librarians of both traditional and digital libraries are given the mission “to collect, make
available, and preserve important scholarly material of all kinds,” and a “responsibility to
extend their services into each new communications technology presented by every new
era.” (Wolpert) Currently, digital libraries are the new communications technology
Wolpert refers to: “a distributed system that has the capacity to store and effectively
utilize various electronic documents, which may be conveniently accessed by end users
via network transmission.” (Zhou) Advantages of digital libraries different from
traditional libraries include being accessible at all times, accurate at searching large
volumes of resources, and most notably, having the ability to preserve the integrity of
valuable documents. (Biswas and Paul) Not only do digital libraries contain originally
produced electronic materials such as video, but preserved analog materials from
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traditional libraries. In Michèle Cloonan’s article about current approaches to
preservation, he describes the three “distinct but not mutually exclusive applications of
digital technology: protect originals, represent originals, and transcend originals.”
Concerning video as part of a digital library, converting analog film to a digital file can
be a grueling process that many archivists decide is not efficient to the practice of the
larger goals of preservation of traditional materials. Additionally, simply cataloging
already native digital video files can be a time-consuming process as well that is often
avoided. Herein lies a problem many traditional libraries face: the difficulties metadata
poses to cataloging digital video.
As defined by the Western States Dublin Core Metadata Best Practices, metadata
is “a modern term for the bibliographic information that libraries traditionally entered
into their catalogs or databases or registration information on collections that museums
have entered into their systems; however the term metadata is most commonly used to
refer to descriptive information about digital resources.” As stated by the Arizona State
Library, metadata “is a critical component, and a key consideration, when developing and
managing a digitization effort. Metadata should be created and associated with the digital
resource to support the discovery, use, management, reusability, and sustainability of the
resource. Metadata facilitates search retrieval, navigation, display, rights management,
access and migration.” Although “digital video technology holds great potential and will
enlarge access to film archives for teaching and learning processes,” concerns about the
ease of use in the retrieval of video material deter many from utilizing its potential.
Because video consists of “moving images, audio, and occasionally overlaid text”,
documenting the contents of video, the basis of video searchability, relies entirely upon
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metadata. (Petrelli and Auld) Though “‘video born digital’ will have increasing amounts
of descriptive information automatically created during the production process, e.g.,
digital cameras that record the time and place of each captured shot,” (Wactlar) human
intervention is necessary to collect and document comprehensive information pertaining
to a video file: everything from the creator, location and categorization information, to all
audio, visual and textual content. Fortunately, projects such as Open Video Project
contribute to the development of sophisticated technologies such as automatic speech
recognition and visual recognition of shapes, environments, and even faces that transcribe
important information pertaining to the content of a particular video. (Petrelli and Auld)
As digital video archives grow with more native digital files and conversions from
analog to digital, so do the need for better metadata: “identifying and managing them
efficiently is becoming more difficult, because of the sheer volume.” (Wactlar) Not to
mention video’s unique temporal nature, meaning, “its contents are revealed over time”
which requires the user to filter through what can be hours of video. Therefore, this can
be “expensive both in terms of network bandwidth as well as user attention” and a there
becomes an even greater need for metadata to provide a more easily accessible surrogate,
a version containing either less data to be streamed or a shorter video clip. (Wactlar)
A second hindrance on the development of digital video archival in libraries is a
gap existing between traditional and digital libraries. The role of the librarian in this
digital age is constantly evolving to meet changing needs of technology-savvy
researchers and digital interfaces, therefore “librarians with well-rounded characters are
critical for a digital library to grow and develop”. (Zhou) The digital librarian’s
responsibilities go above and beyond the traditional librarian’s and are necessary to
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maintaining digital content: to “select, acquire, preserve, organize and manage digital
collections,” “design the technical architecture of digital library”, “describe the content
and attributes of items (metadata)”, and to assist users in a digital network environment.
(Zhou) Additionally, collaborations between individuals of all fields, “art conservators,
library and archive preservationists, historic preservationists, and moving image archivists,”
(Cloonan) are key to the success of digital preservation projects. Finally, though digital
libraries are independently increasingly gaining popularity “there is very little adoption of
new digital library systems and content by traditional libraries.” (Frumkin) Jeremy
Frumkin of Innovative Library Services at Oregon State University suggests the future of
traditional and digital libraries alike depend on “an adoption path for traditional libraries
so that they can understand how to start providing new and useful services and new types
of digital content to their users, without the need for unnecessary disruption of their
technical support structures.” With funding programs such as the National Science
Digital Library, there is hope traditional libraries can take advantage of the benefits
digital libraries provide and build a collection of quality resources of all spectrums to
deliver as well as the skill set of digital services to provide to their users. (Frumkin)
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Chapter 3: Research Methods and Procedures
Various research methods were used to answer the question: How can digital
video benefit communication and scholarly work? Methods included in this study are
Elite and Specialized Interviewing, and Descriptive Research. These research methods
were used to learn best practices in digital preservation and determine if the Xinet
WebNative® software is useful for archiving and preserving digital video in the Graphic
Communication department.
Elite and Specialized Interviewing is applied research that accounts for the human
perception of and interaction with a certain subject being studied. It is a style of
interviewing subjects by “asking precise, open-ended questions, but questions that are
open to refinement as the research and interview continues,” unlike “a standard interview
which pursues a predetermined line of questioning,” according to communication
theorist, Lewis A. Dexter. (Levenson) Dexter also notes, “what is sought in Elite and
Specialized interviewing is comprehensibility, plausibility and consistency, not
duplication of responses.” (Levenson)
Elite and Specialized Interviewing included interviews of professionals who work
with preserving scholarly works of digital assets. First, two interviews were conducted
with Marisa Ramirez, Digital Repository Librarian from Kennedy Library at Cal Poly.
Marisa Ramirez has extensive knowledge of and experience archiving and preserving
scholarly work of both traditional forms such as books or journal articles, and digital
forms, such as documents, images, video, and audio. Her current experience with digital
repositories within Kennedy Library and past work with the Arizona Project shed light on
benefits and challenges of archiving and preserving digital video, and the appropriateness
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of doing so in Kennedy Library. Questions asked included: 1. How can digital video
benefit communication and scholarly work? 2. What are some challenges of preserving
digital video long-term? 3. How is metadata used to describe digital video? 4. What is the
preservation file format standard for video? 5. How does Cal Poly Kennedy Library
archive and preserve digital documents? Second, an interview was conducted via web
conference with Adam Days, Technical Sales Manager at Xinet, Inc. During this web
conference, Days presented information about the Xinet WebNative® Suite software and
more specifically its digital video capabilities included in the Video Module. As part of
the interview portion of the conference, questions asked include: 1. What are the
capabilities of the Video Module? 2. What kinds of clientele use Xinet WebNative®
Suite? 3. Would Xinet work for a preservation and archive solution digital videos?
Descriptive Research aims to “determine the nature of a situation as it exists at the
time of the study.” (Levenson) Research includes case studies, surveys, developmental
studies, follow-up studies, documentary analysis, trend analysis, and correlational studies.
A case study “is an intensive investigation of one individual or of a single unit, such as a
small group, department within a company, or a company itself.” (Levenson)
Descriptive Research included a case study, overseen by Professor Brian Lawler,
involving an analysis of the Xinet WebNative® Suite digital asset management software
as to its capabilities, particularly for digital video, and the appropriateness of its use
within the Cal Poly Graphic Communication department. The analysis included
comparing the software’s capabilities with attributes of a responsible digital repository
and categorizing as beneficial for either the purpose of preservation or production
workflow.
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Chapter 4: Results
Two interviews were conducted with Marisa Ramirez. When asked: How can
digital video benefit communication and scholarly work? Ramirez said:
If you look back in history, the advent of “moving pictures” and subsequently
“talkies” certainly shaped storytelling and communication of ideas to the masses.
I would think that many of those would parallel digital video in the scholarly
world. I think it will only enrich the discourse between scholars, providing more
information streams that will help explicate or elaborate on a research idea or
concept. I think the adoption of digital video to enhance the communication
between scholars is still yet to really “cross the chasm”, but it will be interesting
to see what develops.
What are some challenges of preserving digital video long-term? Ramirez said,
“It’s a constant struggle. [You must] think about the end user.” Some questions to ask as
a preservationist are, “Do you migrate it? Retain it? [Consider] preservation metadata:
what descriptive information would the user need to access it in the future? What format
is it in? What kind of information would a person need to access it?” Part of preservation
is to allow work to be accessible for the future. In order to accomplish this, the original
item will need to be altered, but this poses its own challenges. The original is kept, but
then you “have to make a copy of it for a public facing copy. [The key is] keeping them
separate.” It’s important to decide “how many copies you keep and how you manage
them.” For example, Cal Poly uses the LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe)
concept with its digital sources. The idea behind this is that duplication is “not just an
extra copy, but [that the copy] is in another location.” In the digital realm, it is important
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to make sure, “no matter how many originals, they are accessible.” Ramirez also pointed
out “an interesting dichotomy of digital and traditional files over time.” Archivists of
traditional materials aim to “reduce the use of the original,” for if they are “accessed too
many times [they] break down.” By digitizing, “the original item gets much less use and
gets preserved.” On the contrary, if a digital file isn’t accessed often, the common belief
is that it “shouldn’t get preserved because nobody’s [using] it” and nobody will know to
migrate it to another format to keep it up to date to access. Ramirez also mentioned,
“policy issues such as ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act)” pose another challenge in
archiving digital video. For example, videos on the Cal Poly YouTube Channel “need to
be ADA compliant” as mandated by California State University. “[They must] be able to
be accessed by anyone with disabilities,” which means videos need to be transcribed by
outsourcing at an additional cost, “and that’s expensive.”
How is metadata used to describe digital video? Ramirez contributed to the
Arizona Memory Project, an Open Archives Initiative (OAI)-compliant digital library
“provid[ing] access to the wealth of primary sources in Arizona libraries, archives,
museums and other cultural institutions.” (Arizona Memory Project) As part of the
project, she created guidelines and a controlled vocabulary for video and audio metadata
to this specific project (see Appendix 1) based on Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, “a
metadata standard that specifies a basic (ʻcoreʼ) set of metadata elements used in digital
libraries, primarily to describe digital resources, for collections management, and for
exchange of metadata.” (Arizona State Library) By doing this, it “allows one to be able to
assign a specific set of terms” and “make sure consistently being assigned terms.”
Included in this set of terms are metadata fields pertinent to video files such as: Rights
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Management, including “who has use of materials, how it’s being used, [and] who you
need to contact to reuse materials”; Digitization Specifications, information such as how
the film was created, that will help with migration of film to other materials, and “help
you curate materials much better”; and Checksum, a “unique code [assigned to a file] so
that just in case something happens to the system,” or files are migrated over a different
archive system, validation metadata can check if the file remains unharmed or has been
corrupted.
What is the preservation file format standard for video? Ramirez said, while
working for the Arizona Memory Project, “I was asked, ‘what’s the preservation format?’
I said, ‘There is none.’” She said, “there’s no standard for video. That doesn’t surprise me
to be honest.” She believes “the best thing you can do is set a standard and follow it.”
Because video is captured and transcoded in so many different file formats there are
bound to be problems. She suggests to “advocate a standard application or capture and
the curate it in a very standard way.” She says though, in her opinion, the main objective
is to “retain the original (what you would curate in the system), then determine how to
provide an access copy.” “There is always going to be constant migration,” but the
“strategies you use to make those files accessible” is key to preservation.
How does Cal Poly Kennedy Library archive and preserve digital documents?
Currently Kennedy Library uses the CONTENTdm system as the digital repository for
digital materials which has been “widely adopted by libraries to make materials available
online.” Users access digital material by the system’s retrieval of the source file’s
metadata so the original remains untouched and un-tampered. For example, in the Special
Collections department, this allows users to browse through items and more serious
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researchers to preview the item and then make an appointment to view the original.
Marisa said the primary use of Kennedy Library’s digital repository includes peer-topeer, typically faculty-to-faculty, communication with textual materials. She said
professors, “are used to creating a paper. That's how they’re used to communicating.” As
of now, “faculty haven’t found how [video] helps them.”

As part of a web conference with Adam Days, an interview was conducted to
determine Xinet’s capabilities and benefits as a digital asset management system. When
Days was asked, “What are the capabilities of the Video Module?” he said:
In summary, from a video standpoint, what we're allowing people to do is: have
access to the assets remotely, either to the source file [or] to repurpose versions of
the file; to allow them to request the source file either in its original format or in
secondary format subject to whatever permissions [are] set up; the ability to apply
metadata or information about the files to the files themselves; we also have a tool
to allow the creation of repurposed video and other types of files into new work
[as part of] the Reels or Storyboard Interface, and that's used by ad agencies for
proof of concept pitches to their customers; and also the ability to annotate files as
well.
Figures 1 and 2 below are screen shots from the presentation shown during the web
conference further depicting the features and capabilities of the Xinet WebNative® Suite
and Video Module.
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Figure 1. Xinet WebNative® Software Features
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Figure 2. Video Module 3.0 Features

He discussed Xinet’s “digital asset management and its transcoding archival
capabilities for video” in further detail. A particular user can “access [Xinet] through the
Web, [or] you can also access it as a file share.” He said, “we have a Google-like search
which will search across all of the metadata fields this person has access to,” which
means “you can browse your files through a web client, and even if they're archives still
be able to search on the metadata and see the previews. In the case of video or the
interactive files like HTML or SWF, you can still see the key frames, you can still
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annotate on those previews for content, that sort of thing, without having to have access
to the high res[olution], or the original asset.” He went on to say:
“So in the case of the video functionality, [an advertising agency] may not want
to, either from a capacity standpoint or bandwidth standpoint, serve up high
resolution video to a client if all the client's interested in doing is kind of
previewing what's going to be available on High Definition Television as part of
the campaign, or they'll allow the client to say…“I want it in a different format”,
and Xinet will allow them to either have predefined daughter video formats that
will be generated automatically or on demand as part of the Video Module.”
Presentation screen shots shown in Figures 3 and 4 below demonstrate providing
different resolutions of an original video file to a particular user.
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Figure 3. Previewing Streaming Video at Multiple Resolutions
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Figure 4. Previewing Streaming Video at Multiple Resolutions within WebNative® Portal

In addition to digital rights management, users have limited ability to edit video files
using the Reel Creations interface, “which is a graphical user interface…where you can
take different elements of the same video, different videos and combine them with other
elements to create a new video as a WMV or a Quicktime or an FLV [format]…But the
software itself is designed to basically assist in distribution and previewing, and basically
as a digital library where somebody can [search for something] and then it will bring
back all the elements that match that search criteria, and then they can be able to preview
the content, request the higher res[olution] stream, other daughter formats, [or] request a
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different format.”
Days also discussed Xinet’s ability to manage metadata. He said, “there are
hundreds and hundreds of metadata fields available to the system out of the box, you can
add your own, but in this case, these are the few fields this particular user has access to:
so something called "approval notes", "usage", that sort of thing.” (See Figure 5)

Figure 5. WebNative® Portal Interface and Example of Metadata Fields
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Days also commented on the difference between metadata standards for print files and
video, audio and interactive files:
Within the print realm, “there’s pretty much an overarching metadata standard
that's been widely adopted that Adobe has kinda promulgated and everybody's
kind of embraced, which is a standard set of metadata fields or information about
files that you can actually embed in the file. Prior to that standard, it sounds like a
simple concept, there was no way to pass both the file itself and the information
about the file in one kind of shrink-wrapped file…So what's interesting to us,
there's really not an industry-wide standard for metadata for media files, so we're
selecting certain information to display. You're welcome to apply you're own
custom metadata to files, but just by default we'll select what codecs are being
used and the audio and that sort of thing.” (See Figure 6) “And that's all
searchable automatically within our system.”
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Figure 6. Example of Default Metadata Fields for a Video File

When asked, “What kinds of clientele use Xinet WebNative® Suite?” Days
replied, “It's a lot of people…We started out with commercial printing and prepress, so it
was all commercial printers, then ad agencies jumped on board, but we also have a lot of
retailers, marketing communications companies…they use Xinet to manage their quote
brand identity or how they also market their company to the public.”
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Would Xinet WebNative® Suite be an appropriate archive solution for scholarly
material? Days answered:
Well, remember that we don't care about the specific archive technology, and
really depending on the media files that you're talking about, particularly for
video, that can be an art unto itself…My point here is that Xinet is managing
workflow production, file location and retrieval, but we really don't care about
what device is doing the archiving or the storage. [T]here are some solutions out
there that are very specific about the individual components that are used to do
that, [and] we communicate with them, but…it doesn't affect us and how we offer
up what we do.

In addition, a case study was performed to analyze the benefits and
appropriateness of using the Xinet WebNative® Suite, and more specifically the Video
Module, in the Cal Poly Graphic Communication department as a digital asset
management software and/or digital library tool for the department’s digital assets. Under
the supervision of Professor Brian Lawler, the software would act as a digital asset
management system on a private server for the department, as well as teaching tool for
future Graphic Communication students. The intention for future digital video assets
specifically would be to archive native files, then make different file formats and
resolutions accessible for preview and output with customized restrictions to specific
audiences.
With research obtained from interviews with Marisa Ramirez and Adam Days,
and by analyzing the Xinet WebNative® Suite and Video Module software features,
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Xinet’s capabilities were compared in the following ways. First, Table 1 compares the
WebNative® Suite features and benefits (Xinet WebNative® Suite) with attributes
describing a trusted digital repository compliant with Open Archival Information System
(OAIS) Functional Model. (See Appendix 2) The Research Library group defines a
trusted digital repository as “one whose mission is to provide reliable, long-term access to
managed digital resources to its designated community, now and in the future. Trusted
digital repositories may take different forms: some institutions may choose to build local
repositories while others may choose to manage the logical and intellectual aspects of a
repository while contracting with a third-party provider for its storage and maintenance.”
The Reference Model for an OAIS “was designed to create a consensus on what is
required for an archive to provide permanent, or indefinite long-term, preservation of
digital information.” (Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems) The Research
Library Group states that by “establishing a common framework of terms and concepts,
the Reference Model allowed existing and developing archives to be compared and
contrasted, building the stage for a better understanding of the requirements of a full
digital archive.” If Xinet’s capabilities follow within these guidelines, a confident
conclusion can be made the software is an appropriate preservation method. Second,
Table 2 displays the Video Module features and benefits (Xinet WebNative® Suite)
categorized either for the benefit and purpose of digital preservation, defined as “the
managed activities necessary for ensuring both the long-term maintenance of a
bytestream and continued accessibility of its contents,” (Research Library Group) and/or
production workflow of digital video assets. From these tables below, a clear analysis can
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be made to determine the software’s appropriateness for its purpose in the Graphic
Communication department and as digital video preservation tool.
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Table 1: Xinet WebNative® Suite Features and Benefits compared to the OAIS
Functional Model for Trusted Digital Repositories
Xinet WebNative® Suite Features
Simplifies digital asset management storage,
access, use and distribution.
Reads/writes XMP-formatted metadata
packets imported with assets or from any
DML-compatible data source
Enables multi-site collaboration
Uses metadata to automate production tasks
throughout creative process
Automates notification of stakeholders
throughout the workflow
Integrates with multiple workflow systems
and output devices
Provides data security and asset usage controls
Allows custom branding of interface skins
Handles virtually any professional still image,
document or video format; previews 80+ image
file formats including RAW format files.
Easy ingestion of assets and metadata – locally
or remotely – using Xinet Uploader application
One-click collection of elements for download
in high-res or low-res
Drag and drop images from Web browser into
layouts
On-demand custom images: cropped, scaled,
reformatted
Batch image conversion of all or select files
Automatic generation of previews – viewable to
all stakeholders including those who aren't
using native applications
Contextual menus ease navigation to image file
on server volume
Xinet® Picture Wrangler updates images in
Adobe InDesign and QuarkXPress layouts –
quickly and accurately
Dynamic previews display updated images in
QuarkXPress, Adobe InDesign and PDF
documents
Version control plug-ins for Adobe Photoshop
and Illustrator
Easy review of image use across all document
files
Manage color with full ICC profile engine
Automatic import of XMP and IPTC metadata
Unlimited custom metadata fields
Xinet Uploader application pulls in requested
metadata with image, movie, or document files
Transactions logged for analysis and/or billing
Simple administration – a dedicated database
programmer is not necessary

Submission Ingest

Archival Data
Storage Management

Preservation
Planning

Archive
Administration

X

Access/
Dissemination

X

X
workflow
workflow
workflow
workflow
X
X
X
X
workflow
X
X
X
X
X
X
workflow
X
workflow
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 1 Continued
Xinet WebNative® Suite Features

Submission Ingest

Metadata-triggered automation of production
tasks
Custom hot folders and output spoolers
Color correction and un-sharp masking tools
Print queue management
Optimized output generation: scaling, source
cropping, preflighting
Output formats include: PostScript, PDF, PDF/X1-A, PDF/X3,
Pass4Press, TIFF and TIFF/IT
PDF Image Replacement supports transparency in
low-resolution, links to high-resolution images
for final output
Offline and near line archives remain searchable
and viewable via Xinet WebNative Suite
Quick restore of archived files

Archival Data
Storage Management

Preservation
Planning

Archive
Administration

Access/
Dissemination

workflow
workflow
workflow
workflow
X
X
X
X
X

Of the thirty-five listed features, only thirteen were categorized under the activities not
listed as Access/Dissemination. No Xinet features were included under the Submission or
“Pre-Ingest” activities. Four activities were listed as Ingest, two as Archival Storage,
three as Data Management, one as Preservation Planning, and three as Archive
Administration. Twenty-two of the features were categorized as Access/Dissemination,
with eleven relating specifically to production workflow activities.
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Table 2:
Video Module Features and Benefits categorized by Preservation and/or Workflow
Xinet Video Module Features and Benefits
Provide fast and secure access and distribution of video, audio and
HTML files for local and remote users
Offer streaming videos in multiple formats and resolutions, for any
user worldwide, on any platform
Allow authorized users to generate video reels from existing files
Preview images attached to audio files
Control user accessibility to various features within the Video product,
such as restricting the ability to download high resolution videos
Configure system to create key frames using automated scene detection
or standard frames-per-second intervals
Configure the system to create low resolution versions, in multiple
formats, of high resolution videos on the server
View a log of user access for every video by login and IP address
View a secure, server-based visual gallery of video files alongside all
other job components
Reduce outsourcing by providing a simple tool for generating video
reels in-house
Simplify video and scene identification through key frame previews,
even after assets have been archived
Eliminate the need for duplicate versions of multimedia assets by
centralizing access on the WebNative Suite server for approved users
Streamline and automate workflows for approval trafficking, video news
releases, motion graphics, and other digital files, using the Triggers
and Actions feature
Capture all iterations of an existing Web site including images in
rotating ads

Preservation
X

Workflow
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

Of the fourteen Xinet features specific to the Video Module, seven were categorized as
beneficial activities to preservation. All fourteen features were categorized as activities
beneficial to production workflow.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
Many conclusions can be made from the previous literature review and research
findings. There are valuable benefits with communicating and preserving digital video for
scholarly work. Digital video’s combination of visuals and audio provides a unique
potential to teach, learn, and communicate ideas. Ramirez said video’s ability to tell
stories and communicate “would parallel digital video in the scholarly world.” She also
said, “I think [digital video] will only enrich the discourse between scholars, providing
more information streams that will help explicate or elaborate on a research idea or
concept.” Preserving digital video within digital repositories will even further protect and
expand access to important ideas as the use of digital video as an educational tool
becomes further adopted. This not only includes archiving native digital files, but
transcending original analog video materials into digital formats to provide better access
to and simultaneously protect the original.
However, for these benefits to be fully realized, much attention must be paid to
overcoming the challenges that face the preservation of digital video. Both Ramirez and
Days commented on the lack of standards for both preservation file formats and metadata
for digital video. Days said, “there's really not an industry-wide standard for metadata for
media files.” Ramirez commented, “there’s no standard for video. That doesn’t surprise
me to be honest,” but believes “the best thing you can do is set a standard and follow it.”
The quick pace in changing technology combined with a lack of digital video standards
can prevent the upkeep of digital video files to their most current file format and
therefore its migration to be accessed in the future. However, increasingly faster Internet
speeds and better metadata standards will provide quicker, more efficient retrieval and
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previewing of video content, and therefore more access to materials so they may
transcend into the future. With a more educated community of professors and librarians
of all disciplines and expertise to acknowledge digital video’s potential as an educational
tool, and with decreasing prices over time to support the technology to do so, digital
video can be preserved and allowed access for current and the future generations.
Finally, it can be concluded that Xinet WebNative® Suite is clearly an excellent
solution for digital asset management and particularly production workflow functions that
would be valued by advertising agencies. Days said the Xinet’s objectives are “managing
workflow production, file location and retrieval,” with less attention to the preservation
technology. According to best practices such as requirements for trusted digital
repositories, it can be concluded that the features and capabilities of Xinet WebNative®
Suite may not be an ideal solution for the long-term objectives of an institutional
repository such as Kennedy Library. Software features do not include sufficient
preservation planning capabilities and files are stored on a private server, a disadvantage
for digital repositories as their objective is to provide access to material to a wide
audience while using strict guidelines to protect it. However, Xinet’s strengths in digital
rights management, support of variety of file types, and a simple-to-use private server
allow for a potentially appropriate and valuable digital collection system and teaching
tool for the Cal Poly Graphic Communication department.
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